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The transfer of liquid in the system porous mould - body was characterized by the effective diffusion coeffi
cient. A method has been developed for determining the coefficient, and a procedure for calculating its value 

from experimentally established time dependence of the mean concentration and the thickness of the body 

formed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Transfer of liquid through a saturated ceramic 
mix is affected by the state of the ceramic mix
environment boundary [l]. If the boundary is unsa
turated by the liquid, its transfer due to a concen
tration gradient is speeded up by capillary suction in 
the menisci at this boundary, i.e. by barodiffusion. 
Such a situation occurs e.g. in the course of drying of 
ceramic bodies [2]. In the given case a diffusion coef
ficient expres�ed solely on the basis of concentration 
diffusion has the significance of the effective diffusion 
coeffi�ient which also includes liquid transfer by ca
pillary barodiffusion. An unsaturated boundary, sim
ilarly to drying of ceramic bodies, also arises in the 
casting of slips or suspeJ?.sions into porous moulds, 
namely at the boundary of the suspension, the body 
- porous mould boundary. Determination of the effec
tive diffusion coefficient of a liquid in a system with
an unsaturated boundary in the course of body for
mation is dealt with in the present study.

THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE DETERMINATION 

OF TH.E EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION COEFl;=ICIENT 

In a system with an unsaturated boundary, i.e. 
a system where the transfer ofliquid in a.mix is accel
erated by capillary suction in the menisci at the un
saturated boundary, the effective diffusion coefficient 
involved in the transfer of liquid through the ceramic 
body during its formation and solidification, can be 
determined by the method based on measuring the 
time dependence of the liquid flow, namely by pour
ing the suspension onto a porous plate and examining 
the flow of the liquid into the pad by measuring the 
speed at which the suspension level falls, the mean 
concentration and the thickness of the forming body. 

If the liquid transfer during body formation is uni
directional, the mass balance has the form 

(1) 

and for the volume flow of the liquid it holds that 

(2) 
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Numerical solution of equation ( 1) by the grid method 
using step h and time step k for the conditions 

t=O 

t>O

x E {O;H} 
x=O 

x = L(t) 

C= Co 
h = h(t) 
C= Ck 

(3) 

(4) 

is used to express the equation for calculating the 
mean concentration C: 

(5) 
and for the kinetics of body formation one obtains 

L= W 
(Ck - Ci-1)(Xi - Xi-1)/(Ci - Ci-1) + X(i - 1) 

where H is the height of the suspension column, L
is body thickness, t is time, C is concentration by 
volume, X is the ordinate and Ck is the coagulating 
concentration. 

On choosing Der and comparing the caiculated time 
dependences C(t) and L(t) according to equations (5) 
and (6) with the courses established experimentally, 
one can evaluate the Der being seeked when the rela
tionships show mutual agreement. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The effective diffusion coefficient was determined 
for an aqueous suspension of a-Ah03 with a particle 
size over the interval of (O.lµm; 0.4µm} .Following ad
dition of a suitable electrolyte, the content of solids 
in the suspension was in the range of (0.43 m3m-3 · 

0.66 m3m-3). 

The experimental arrangement for measuring the 
effective diffusion coefficient is shown in Fig. 1. 

The unidirectional transfer of the liquid during the 
measurement was ensured by maintaining an identical 
SJirface area of the suspension and the gypsum pad 
at the boundary, and by waterproofing the gypsum 
pad. The arrangement allowed the flow of the liquid 
to be measured at the same time with measuring the 
thickness of the arising body. The samples for medium 
moisture content determination were taken from the 
newly formed body at times t. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrange
ment for measuring Der• 1 - measuring cylinder, 2 - gyp
sum pad, S - waterproofing insulation, 4 - micrometric
screw, 5 - suspension 

Typical experimental time dependences of the li
quid flow, the body thickness and the mean concen
tration are plotted in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 for a suspension 
with a solids content of 0.4637m3m-3. For the sake
of comparison, Figs. 3 and 4 also show the calculated 
courses for a selected Der. Similar relationships were 
also measured for other suspensions having solids con
tent over the interval {0.4466m3m-3 ; 0.6496m3m-3). 
A survey 9f the Der evaluated is listed in Table I. 

Table I 

Values of effective diffusion coefficients 

Go D.er Der 
[m3m-3] [m2s-1] .[m2s-1] 

0.6496 2.ox10-
1 

0.6051 2.ox10-
7 

2.ox10-
7 

0.5264 2.1x10-
7 

0.4637 1.9x10-
7 

The results indicate that the method allowed the 
effective diffusion coefficient to be reliably determined 
and that its value was Der= 2 x 10-7m2s-1.

The �ethod for determining thefffective diffusion 
coefficient was also utilized for determining this co
efficient for the liquid in the porous mould. In that 
case, the system consists solely of pure liquid and the 
porous mould, and no body formation takes place in 
the system. The time dependence of the liquid flow at 
the liquid - porous mould boundary, the mean con
centration of the liquid, and its distribution in the 
porous mould were measured. The concentration pro
file of the liquid in the porous mould was established 
by drying the samples obtained by cutting the mould 
into slices at a given time. The chosen Der, corres-
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Fig. �. Time dependence of liquid flow.
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Fig. S. Time dependence of body thickness. 
1 - experimental, 2 - calculated 
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Fig. 4. Time dependence of the mean body concentration. 
1 - experimental, 2 - calculated 

ponding to an agreement between the calculated and 
the experimentally determined course of mea� con
centration and concentration· profile in the porous 
mould, is regarded as the effective diffusion coefficient 
being seeked. 

Typical experimentally €Stablished relations 
h = h(t), C = C(t) and C = C(x, t) are shown in 
Figs. 5, 6 and 7. 

CONCLUSION 

The method described above allowed the effective 
diffusion coefficient of the liquid, Der, involved in the 
body formation from an a-AhOs suspension, to be 
reliably determined. The results indicate that over 
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Fig. 5. Time dependence of the liquid surface flow. 
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Fig. 6. Time dependence of mean concentration. 
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Fig. 7. Concentration profile of the liquid in gypsum. 
1 - t = 60 s, 2 - t = 180 s, 3 - t = 300 s 

the interval G E (0.43m3m-3; 0.66m3m-3}, the Der
was independent of concentration and its value was 
Der = 2x10-1m2s-1. The effective diffusion coeffi
cient including the transfer of liquid by concentration 
diffusion and barodiffusion was higher by one order 
of magnitude than the diffusion coefficient of purely 
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concentration diffusion (D = 2.45xl0-8m2s-1) [3].
The results have further shown that the effective 

diffusion coefficient of liquid in a gypsum mould can 
also be regarded as being independent of concentra
tion, and its value was Der= 2.72xl0-7m2s-1.
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Pro popis technologie liti keramickych suspenzi je nut
na znalost difuznich charakterist.ik zpracovavanych smesi. 
Z hlediska popisu je mozno rozlisit dva pfistupy feseni. 
Pxvni pfistup neuvazuje vliv stavu rozhrani a stanove
ne charakteristiky jsou charakteristiky efektivni. Druhy 
pffstup uvazµje vliv stavu rozhrani a stanovene hodnoty 
povazuje za skutecne difuzni charakteristiky. 

Pro stanoveni efektivru'ho difuzru'ho koeficientu lze ap
likovat metodu zalozenou na vypoctu jeho hodnoty z ex
perimenta.lne stanovenych hodnot stfedni koncentrace 
a tlousfky vznikleho stfepu. Tato metoda byla aplikovana 
i na stanoveni difuze kapaliny nasycenou keramickou sme
si oxidu hliniteho a stanovena hodnota efektivniho difuz
niho koeficientu byla 2.10-7 m-2s-1

• 

Obr. 1. Schema usporadani metody mei'eni Der. 
1 - odmerny valec, 2 - sadrova podlozka, 
S - vlhkostni izolace, 4 - mikrometricky sroub,
5 - suspenze 

Obr. 2. Casova zavislost toku kapaliny. 
Obr. 3. Casova zavislost tlouseky sti'epu. 

1 - namei'ena, 2 - vypoctena 
Obr. 4. Casova zavislost sti'edn{ koncentrace sti'epu. 

. 1 - namei'ena, 2 - vypoctena 
Obr. 5. Zavislost povrchoveho toku kapaliny na case. 
Obr. 6. Zavislost sti'edn{ koncentrace na case. 
Obr. 7. K oncentracni profil kapaliny v sadi'e. 

1 - t = 60 s, 2 - t = 180 s, S - t = 300 s 




